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Fortunately, he arranged for the intelligence team to go to the front line in advance.

Know the situation earlier and deploy earlier.

“Quickly evacuate people and retreat! Hurry up! I’ll be there soon!”

Under the organization of specialized personnel, the effect is still good.

The crowd can be evacuated in time.

Reduce losses as much as possible.

At least it can help a little bit.

…

After Yanlongwei’s chaos.
Several leaders and high-level officials all came.

“What happened? What happened?”

From a distance, they saw the entire Yanlong Guardian in chaos and chaos.

Xiao Liejun hurriedly shouted.

Everyone immediately came to the master control room.

When they saw the messages sent from the front lines, everyone felt like a bolt from the blue.

“boom!!!”

Everyone was shocked in a cold sweat!

The bodies of Xiao Liejun and the others were even trembling vigorously.

“This, this…”

They didn’t expect this to happen!

Soon after Cao Zhiguo finished coaxing.

Did the situation really happen?

“Doesn’t that mean that everything Old Cao said before is correct!”

“The sudden failure of the monitoring station is a problem! The space anomaly is also a problem!”

“In addition, what the Bible Organization said is right!”

…

At this time everyone gradually reacted.

It turns out that everything Cao Zhiguo insisted just now was right!

“Old Cao took someone to the front early! Hey!”

…

Lu Xiong slapped the table fiercely: “The word side by side is right!!! You guys don’t listen!!!”

He questioned everyone: “See it now, right? Is he right???”

Senseless!

Silly!

crazy!

Numb!

Like being struck by lightning!

Xiao Liejun, Jiang Ye, Hong Qingcang and others stood there, like walking dead!

“Rumble…”

Their minds have been buzzing.

At this moment, it was really a bolt from the blue.

Everyone was bombarded to the point of being exhausted!

The anomaly Cao Zhiguo discovered is correct!

The evil gods and their repeated insistence are all right!

